World Ranking Event
sprint – 15. 4. 2018, Jičín

BULLETIN 2
Organizer:

Český svaz orientačních sportů, SPORTCENTRUM Jičín, z.s. (SJC)

Event Center:

Jičín, ice rink (50.4391000N, 15.3482000E).
It is not possible to build own club tents in the EC.

Arrival and parking:
Forbidden areas:

Avoid roads in the competition area (see event webpage) – arrival from the west.
Parking for cars is free of charge and close to the EC.
See event webpage, except for the route to the start.

Training:

No training will be organized.

Presentation:

Sunday, 15. 4. from 8:30 to 10:00 in the event center.
Late entries only to "vacant" places in the starting list.

Distances:

parking-EC: up to 400 m (not marked)
EC-start: 1500 m (marked by blue-and-white ribbons)
EC-finish: 0 m

Start:

Interval, start time 00 = 11:00.

Notice:

Respect map symbols forbidden to cross,
which will be taped in some places in the terrain.
In some places artificial barriers will be created, which is also forbidden to pass. In
the map by symbols 707 and 709, in the terrain with a tape. Some streets can only
be crossed on a marked crossing. Some will be guarded by the organizers. See
imaginary figure:

Those rules will be supervised by the organizers and their violation will result in a
competitor's disqualification.
Prohibition of using shoes with spikes.
Traffic is not reduced, pay extra caution!
Everybody starts at his/her own risk.
Map:

Jičín - 1: 4 000, E = 2 m, state 04/2018
ISSOM2007, by Tomas Hanzl, size A4, laser print, waterproof (pretex).

Special map features: black cross - playground equipment
Terrain:

Historical city centre with small parks, urban areas.

Bib numbers:

For classes DH16A-DH20A (in H16 A only for racers ranked in “A” Czech cup) and
DH21E, for pick-up at start. These competitors are required to run with a bib
number visibly (including advertisements) on the chest.

GPS:

For selected DH21E runners. GPS units will be at pre-start. The list of competitors
will be posted on the web, at the EC and at the pre-start.
Failure to remove the GPS unit is a reason for disqualification.

Control descriptions:

In the EC and on the map for all classes.

Punching:

SPORTident Air+ - the possibility to borrow an SI card for 50, - CZK (not SIAC!).

SI units will be in BEACON mode (contactless punching up to 0,5 m).
In the event of a fault, punch in the "R" field on the map.
The competitor is required to clear and check the SI card at startup.
There will be a test SI BEACON unit at the start.
Finish:

The competitor ends the race by punching Finish unit.
Maps will be collected. Distributing of maps will be at 13:00.

Winning times:

According to the CSOS Competition Rules and IOF Rules (WRE) classes (12-15 min.).

Maximum running time: 30 minutes.
Refreshment:

Water at the finish.
Small refreshments and a restaurant in the EC.

WC:

Mobile toilets outside and more WC inside stadium. WC also at the start.

Washing:

Showers in the stadium.

Health service:

At the EC of basic treatment.

Results:

At the EC and in ORIS / Eventor systems after the race.

Prize giving:

At 13:30 in the EC. Ranked 1st and 3rd in the classes DH16-20A and DH21E and in
the first places in the other classes (except P and HDR).

Protests:

Written with a deposit of 400 CZK, later to sjc@post.cz.
WRE complaints and protests written, without a deposit according the IOF rules.
Time limit for complaints is 15 minutes from publishing the official results of WRE
classes.

Jury members:

Dominika Plochová, Jakub Zimmermann, Jan Panchártek (all CZE)

Officials:

Event Director: Jan Mrázek
National controller: Tomáš Kalenský
Course setter: Jan Mrázek
IOF advisor: Daniel Wolf

